Preliminary Business Case Analysis – Boat Stations

Mission Need: A preliminary Business Case Analysis to identify possible alternatives to the traditional brick and mortar boat station buildings and facilities.

Project Objectives:
- Create study plan.
- Conduct a high level requirements gap analysis.
- Conduct a preliminary Business Case Analysis (evaluate alternatives for CG Boat Stations in terms of risk, ROM life cycle costs, supportability and cost-benefit).

Sponsor: CG-731
Stakeholder(s): CG-D5

Key Milestone / Deliverable Schedule:
- Project Start ........................................... TBD
- Create a Study Plan.................................. TBD+6 Mos.
- Site Visits (Other Federal Agencies, CG Small Boat Stations)........................................... TBD+6 Mos.
- Conduct High Level Requirements Analysis...... TBD+8 Mos.
- Preliminary Business Case Analysis – Small Boat Station Facilities.................................... TBD+13 Mos.
- Project End ........................................... TBD+14 Mos.

Expected Benefit:
Direct Acquisition Support
(MAR, MNS, CONOPS, ORD, AA, LCCE, T&E, etc)
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